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ABSTRACT

Software development remains a predominantly male activity, despite coordinated efforts from research, industry, and policy makers. This gender imbalance is most visible in socioprogramming, on platforms such as Stack Overflow.

To better understand the reasons behind this disparity, and offer support for (corrective) decision making, we and others have engaged in large-scale empirical studies of activity in these online platforms, in which gender is one of the variables of interest. However, since gender is not explicitly recorded, it is typically inferred by automatic "gender guessers", based on cues derived from an individual’s online presence, such as their name. While self-reporting, used in earlier studies, is necessarily limited by the availability of the data or the need to contact the respondents directly, gender guessers can be applied on a larger scale and guess gender of the individuals that cannot be contacted. Accuracy of gender guessers, however, is not perfect and might have affected validity of the previously published results. Hence, in this paper we evaluate accuracy of different gender guessers.

While gender guessers can be applied to any social-network-like platform, gender identification on Stack Overflow is more challenging. Indeed, as opposed to Google+, Stack Overflow does not explicitly record gender. As opposed to Facebook, Stack Overflow does not enforce the "real name policy" and non-real names are not unheard of on Stack Overflow. Finally, while a normal activity on GitHub (= committing) involves disclosing an email address, this is not the case for Stack Overflow. Therefore, in this paper we focus on guessing gender of Stack Overflow users.

Most of the automatic gender guessers such as Gender Guessers,\(^1\) or genderChecker\(^2\) are based on first name lists indicating their frequency; this way one can conclude e.g., that Claire is likely to be female while Lucas is likely to be male. Vasilescu et al.\(^3\) and genderize.io\(^4\) combine name lists with location information to distinguish between male Andrea from Italy and female Andrea from Germany. Blevins and Mullen introduce the time aspect to gender identification: Morgan born in the 1950s is likely to be a man, while Morgan born in the 1990s is likely to be a woman [3]. The main shortcoming of those approaches is that first-name frequency lists might not be available for certain countries: e.g., Vasilescu et al. compiled name lists for thirty countries and only for eleven of them frequency information was available\(^5\). Therefore, our first research question is:

\textbf{RQ1} How to identify genders of Stack Overflow contributors based solely on their names when no first name frequency lists are available?

Going beyond the name-based techniques, Argamon et al.\(^1\) have developed an approach to gender identification based on gendered differences in writing pertaining to the use of determiners, pronouns, and prepositions. Unfortunately, the technical character of writing on Stack Overflow and errors made by non-native speakers are likely to affect the results of gender identification\(^6\).

Rather than working with names one can use image pro-
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cessing techniques to identify gender based on the user profile pictures [8]. A priori, image processing techniques can be beneficial for gender identification only if a face can be recognized in the user profile picture. However, one might wonder how commonly face pictures are used as user profile images, i.e., whether face recognition techniques can be applied at all, and whether Stack Overflow contributors that chose to disclose their face are not also likely to disclose their real names as well, i.e., whether it is meaningful to apply image processing on top of the name-based heuristics:

\[ \text{RQ2 Are image processing techniques beneficial for gender identification of Stack Overflow contributors?} \]

Finally, research of online personae shows that the combination of information from different social networking sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn allows one to further the de-anonymization attempts, i.e., to discover information about individuals that could not have been discovered by inspecting a single site [21]. We focus on GitHub: while this site is complementary to Stack Overflow in its purpose (code sharing vs. questions & answers), both are related to programming and their communities are overlapping [18].

\[ \text{RQ3 Is information from GitHub beneficial for gender identification of Stack Overflow contributors?} \]

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing the gender identification approaches, datasets, and evaluation metrics in Section 2, we discuss the evaluation results in Section 3 and conclude in Section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Self-representation on Stack Overflow

Stack Overflow is the most popular Q&A site dedicated to computer programming. It has been extensively studied by software engineering researchers [9, 11, 17].

Contributors can present themselves on Stack Overflow by means of the user profile page. The user profile page lists representation elements such as the contributor’s name, user profile picture, location, usernames on Twitter and GitHub, personal website, as well as the number of activity-related elements such as the reputation points and badges.

2.2 Gender Identification Approaches

In our experiment, we consider sixteen approaches to gender identification. All gender identification approaches can report “female”, “male” or “unknown”.

The first group of approaches is used as the baseline for comparison with the more advanced techniques. The simplest approach is the straw man that always predicts “male”. Next we consider two collections of name-based heuristics: genderComputer [17]; and the most popular gender identification tool on Mashape Gender Guesser.

To address RQ1, i.e., name-based gender identification in absence of first name frequency lists, we propose to exploit a (general-purpose) social network as a source of name frequency information. Indeed, if by consulting such a social network we can establish that most individuals called “Orit” are female, then we can reasonably conclude that “Orit” from Stack Overflow is also female. To support this argument we therefore need to access a popular social network that allows the users to indicate their gender, and this information is publicly available. This turns out not to be the case for Facebook, but it is the case for Google+.

Recently Terrell et al. [15] have also used Google+ to infer gender based on an email address. Since Stack Overflow profiles do not include email, we first searched for the Stack Overflow username on GitHub to obtain the email, and compare it with the MD5 hash of the email recorded in the September 2013 Stack Overflow data dump. If the Stack Overflow username could not be found on GitHub or did not have an email address associated with it, we infer “unknown”. Next, we use Google+ API to imitate the method of Terrell et al. [15]. Since we have discovered that Google+ API rarely allows one to associate the email address with a Google+ profile, we also manually consult Google+ to get the most precise answer one could hope for. If the email address could not be associated with a Google+ profile or the profile did not indicate gender we infer “unknown”.

To address RQ2 about the applicability of the image processing techniques, we first manually analyze a sample of user pictures of the Stack Overflow contributors. We select user profile pictures of 900 Stack Overflow contributors such that 450 of them did not indicate their age, 150 are younger than 26, 150 are between 26 and 32, and 150 are 32 or older; moreover, we select the contributors such that a third of them have reputation lower than 200, a third between 200 and 999, and a third—above 1000. Reputation thresholds have been selected to reflect the Stack Overflow “privileges”.

479 out of 900 profile pictures, i.e., slightly more than a half, represent humans. Therefore, we consider image processing techniques promising and evaluate their ability to identify gender of Stack Overflow contributors. To this end we use Face++, an online image processing tool of Megvii, etc. Face++ can be used either in isolation or as a post-processing step when the preceding techniques, genderComputer, Gender Guesser and Google+, fail.

Finally, to answer RQ3 we study whether combining information from Stack Overflow user profiles with information from GitHub is beneficial for gender identification. Indeed, one can expect that matching information from Stack Overflow with information from GitHub (cf. [18]) can reveal more about the individuals, and hence be beneficial for gender identification. Therefore, we combine the techniques considered so far with information from GitHub: we first search GitHub for users whose user name is identical with Stack Overflow user name to get the display name (and location), and then feed this information to the subsequent steps of genderComputer, Gender Guesser and Google+, or their combinations with Face++. If no matching user can be found on GitHub, original information from Stack Overflow is used. We do not use profile pictures from GitHub.
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2.3 Datasets

Since on Stack Overflow genders are not included in the profile information, we cannot rely on our own ability to correctly identify gender of the Stack Overflow contributors. The situation is further complicated by the “gender swapping”, i.e., men pretending to be women and women pretending to be men [17] (similar “gender swapping” has been observed in an online poker community [22]). Hence, as the ground truth we reuse three datasets obtained via surveys that include gender as reported by the respondents.

The IWC dataset has been conducted to evaluate the approach of Vasilescu et al. [17] and records information about 117 respondents (106 male and 11 female). However, since two users cannot be found in the newest Stack Overflow data dump\(^{10}\) or online API, information about 115 respondents is used for the evaluation, 104 male and 11 female.

The FLOSS dataset [13] contains information of 439 individuals. However, 7 did not disclose their gender and we use information about 391 male and 41 female respondents.

Finally, we use the Diversity dataset [20] containing 731 records. However, not all respondents disclose their genders. Moreover, as above, we calculate the MD5 hash of the email address indicated by the survey participant and compare it with the MD5 hash recorded in the September 2013 Stack Overflow data dump (cf. [18]). Ultimately, we obtain information about 147 individuals (129 male and 18 female).

The datasets have been collected through different channels and show a very limited overlap: one person (female) was included both in the FLOSS dataset and in the Diversity dataset. Moreover, the \(\chi^2\) test did not observe statistically significant differences between the gender distribution in the three datasets\(^{11}\). Thus, we also evaluate the approaches with respect to the combined dataset (624 males and 69 females).

2.4 Evaluation Metrics

Since in each dataset more than 87% of the respondents are male, i.e., the dataset is unbalanced, traditional metrics such as accuracy might be misleading [2]: indeed, accuracy of the straw man approach always predicting “male” can be easily higher than of any of the competing approaches.

Therefore, we use three alternative evaluation metrics. The first metrics, the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [7, 14], measures the correspondence between two partitions of the same data: the partition of the individuals into genders based on the self-reporting and the one induced by the gender guessers. For two partitions \(U\) and \(V\) of a collection of \(n\) individuals let \(a\) be the number of pairs of individuals that \(U\) and \(V\) place in the same group; \(b\) — the number of pairs of individuals that \(U\) places in the same group but \(V\) does not; \(c\) — vice versa; \(d\) — the number of pairs of individuals that neither \(U\) nor \(V\) place in the same group. Then,

\[
ARI = \frac{\binom{n}{2}a + d - ((a + b)(a + c) + (c + d)(b + d))}{\binom{n}{2} - ((a + b)(a + c) + (c + d)(b + d))}
\]

ARI does not exceed 1: the closer the value of ARI is to 1 the better the correspondence between the partitions.

As the second evaluation metrics we consider the \(\text{wam}\), ratio of the number of women classified as men to the total number of women. Approach that does not classify women as men ensures that the all individuals claimed by the approach to be men are, in fact, men. Although there might be some men classified as women, if the group with both male and female developers differs in its behavior from the purely male group, we can assure the differences would be more apparent between the group consisting of only women and the group consisting of only men. Ideally, \(\text{wam}\) should be as low as possible. Observe that one could have also considered the \(\text{mau}\), ratio of the number of men classified as women to the total number of men. An approach optimizing \(\text{mau}\) would favor classifying women as men (rather than men as women) at risk of rendering the women’s contributions invisible.

Finally, we have observed that several Stack Overflow users have automatically generated profile images and user names, e.g., “user123456”. For these users, even for humans it is impossible to determine their gender. Therefore, there is an upper bound on what one might reasonably expect from an automatic gender guesser. Hence, the last evaluation metrics we consider is \(\text{cub}\), the ratio of the number of correctly identified women to the manually established upper bound. Ideally, \(\text{cub}\) should be as close to 1 as possible.

Approaches that prefer to avoid misclassification of women as men by frequently reporting “unknown” indeed reduce \(\text{wam}\) but also reduce \(\text{cub}\) at the same time.

3. RESULTS

Results of the evaluation are summarized in Table 1.

We say that approach \(A\) is preferred to approach \(B\) on the dataset \(D\) if the ARI of approach \(A\) applied to \(D\) is not lower than of \(B\) applied to \(D\), \(\text{wam}\) is not higher, \(\text{cub}\) is not lower and at least one of the evaluation metrics of \(A\) is strictly better (e.g., higher for ARI and \(\text{cub}\) and lower for \(\text{wam}\)) than the corresponding metrics of \(B\). An arrow from approach \(A\) to \(B\) in Figure 1 indicates that \(A\) is preferred to \(B\) for all datasets considered. For the sake of readability Figure 1 omits arrows that are implied by transitivity.

Not surprisingly, almost any approach considered is preferred to the straw man. The basic approaches, genderComputer, Gender Guesser, Google+ and Face++, are incomparable. Among 41 women in the Diversity dataset for 6 all four basic approaches correctly identify their gender while for 12 none of the approaches has successfully done so.

The variants of the approach by Terrell et al. [15] are absent from Figure 1 since they are incomparable with the other approaches due to very low agreement (ARI < 0). The low ARI and \(\text{cub}\) scores can be explained by few individuals with the verified mail (e.g., 76/432 for FLOSS) and even fewer with the email on Google+ (e.g., for 21/76 for FLOSS when the API is used and 54/76 for the manual check).

We also observe that integrating GitHub is beneficial when name-based heuristics (genderComputer or Gender Guesser) are used: combination of such a heuristics with or without Face++ extended with the display name and location from GitHub is preferred to the corresponding approach without the benefit of GitHub. Furthermore, combinations of name-based heuristics and GitHub outperform Face++. Adding the display name and location from GitHub is, of course, beneficial only if they differ from those already contained in Stack Overflow; moreover, in several situations Stack Overflow records the real name and GitHub—a nickname.

We observe that relative preference of the approaches differs for different datasets. Among 16 approaches considered,
16 \times 15 = 240 pairs are possible; for 164 the same preference relation is inferred for the four datasets, i.e., for 76 pairs a disagreement is observed. This means that finding the “best approach” for a given dataset might be preposterous; further research into automatic gender identification is required.

Finally, we note that the results obtained by any of the approaches are likely to be improved by manual post-processing [17].

### 3.1 Examples of failures

To obtain more profound insights in the performance of different gender identification approaches, we discuss the cases when those approaches fail to recognize the gender of a Stack Overflow contributor. To protect the privacy of the individuals involved, we do not use the actual examples from the datasets but construct artificial example showing the limitations of the approach.

A respondent in the FLOSS dataset uses a typically masculine name and profile picture but indicated “female” as her gender. This is why none of the approaches can correctly identify her gender: simpler approaches tend to label her as “unknown” reducing both wam and cub, more elaborate ones label her as “male” increasing both wam and cub. Name-based approaches fail when the user names are not really human names, but can be interpreted as such. For instance, name based approaches would typically recognize “Holly Blue” as a woman, since the first name Holly is more commonly feminine. However, Holly Blue is also a butterfly, Celastrina argiolus, and the user name does not necessarily coincide with the gender of the contributor themselves.

Image processing techniques such as Face++ cannot recognize gender if the user profile picture does not contain a human face, or when the face is not shown frontally. Moreover, in a number of cases the gender has been misclassified due to occlusion, e.g., presence of glasses or sunglasses that hinder localization of the individual’s eyes [23].

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

**Threats to validity** As any empirical study our work is subject to a series of threats to validity, pertaining e.g., the choice of gender identification approaches and datasets. We also made a simplifying assumption of the gender binary. In this paper we evaluate 16 approaches to automatic gender identification. We apply them to information about Stack Overflow contributors obtained from earlier surveys.

We conclude that while individual elements of the gender identification technology such as image recognition and name-based heuristics are readily available, the technology still needs to mature. Existing tools can generate conflicting results and different approaches perform differently on the datasets. A promising direction would involve deeper integration of data from multiple sources including social media sites targeting software developers (e.g., GitHub) or general audience (e.g., Google+, Facebook, and Twitter) [4].
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